
Each spine of the echidna is formed from a single hair.

Echidnas are one of only two monotremes in the whole world. Monotremes
are mammals that lay eggs instead of giving birth to live young.

The claws on an echidna’s hind limbs are very sharp and curved
backwards to help them dig burrows.

Echidnas range from 35 to 52cm in length.

There are two types of echidnas: the long-beaked and the short-beaked
echidna.

Baby echidnas do not have spines when they are born.

The female echidna lays a single rubbery egg directly into her small,
backward-facing pouch. After 10 days, the egg will hatch, producing a
jellybean sized young known as a puggle.

Female echidnas are usually smaller than males.

An echidna’s tongue is very long and sticky, enabling it to lick up ants,
termites, worms, and other invertebrates (insects) for food.



A puggle remains in the pouch for 45 to 55 days, at which time it starts to
develop spines. Then the mother digs a nursery burrow and leaves the
puggle there, returning every five days to let suckle milk it until the puggle
is weaned at seven months.

Echidnas are usually found in open heathland, forests, woodlands,
scrublands and grasslands, among vegetation or in hollow logs or burrows.

You will most likely see an echidna during the early morning or late evening
as they avoid extreme temperatures.

Echidnas can weigh up to 6 kg.

Echidnas have no teeth. They grind their food between the tongue and roof
of their mouth.

Echidna’s spines can grow up to 50 mm in length.

The Short-beaked Echidna is featured on the Australian 5c piece.

Puggles will stay within their mother's den for up to a year before leaving to
start life on their own.

A baby echidna is called a puggle.

Echidnas do have fur. Echidnas that live in the colder southern climates,
such as Tasmania, are furrier than echidnas from the north.

When the echidna feels threatened, it will roll into a ball or burrow into the
ground so that only its spines are exposed.

Echidnas live on average for 10 years in the wild, but they can live
anywhere from 15 to 50 years.


